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1 Abstract

This paper concerns itself with The atmosphere and ionosphere include non-uniform electric charge and current
distributions during the earthquake activity. These charges and currents move irregularly when an activity is sched-
uled for an earthquake at the future. The electromagnetic characteristics of the region over the earth change to
domains where irregular transportations of non-uniform electric charges are observed; therefore, the electromag-
netism in the plasma, which moves irregularly and contains non-uniform charge distributions, is studied. These
cases of charge distributions are called irregular and non-uniform plasmas. It is called the seismo-plasma if irreg-
ular and non-uniform plasma defines a real earthquake activity, which will come to truth. Some signals involving
the above-mentioned coupling effects generate some analytical conditions giving the predictability of seismic pro-
cesses [1]-[5]. These conditions will be discussed in this paper.
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